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Near perfect solar absorption in ultra-thin-ﬁlm
GaAs photonic crystals
Sergey Eyderman,*a Alexei Deinegaa and Sajeev Johnab
We present designs that enable a signiﬁcant increase of solar absorption in ultra-thin (100–300 nm) layers
of gallium arsenide. In the wavelength range from 400–860 nm, 90–99.5% solar absorption is
demonstrated depending on the photonic crystal architecture used and the nature of the packaging. It is
shown that using only two hundred nanometer equivalent bulk thickness of gallium arsenide, forming a
slanted conical-pore photonic crystal (lattice constant 550 nm, pore diameter 600 nm, and pore depth
290 nm) packaged with SiO2 and deposited on a silver back-reﬂector, one can obtain a maximum
achievable photocurrent density (MAPD) of 26.3 mA cm2 from impinging sunlight. This corresponds to
90% absorption of all available sunlight in the wavelength range 400–860 nm. Our optimized photonic
crystal design suggests that increasing the equivalent bulk thickness of GaAs beyond 200 nm leads to
almost no improvement in solar absorption, while reducing it to 100 nm causes less than 10% reduction
in MAPD. Light-trapping in the 200 nm conical pore photonic crystal provides solar absorption
exceeding the Lambertian limit over the range of 740–840 nm. The angular dependence of the MAPD
for both S- and P-polarizations is also investigated and shows no substantial degradation in the range
0–30 . More dramatic light-trapping and solar absorption is demonstrated in photonic crystals consisting
of conical nanowires. Using 200 nm equivalent bulk thickness of GaAs (lattice constant 500 nm, cone
base diameter 200 nm, and cone height 4.77 mm) packaged in SiO2 and deposited on a silver backreﬂector, an MAPD of nearly 27 mA cm2 is found. This corresponds to absorption of 96% of all available
sunlight in the wavelength range 400–860 nm. A clear separation of the solar spectrum along the length
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of each nanowire is also evident. In the absence of SiO2 packaging, this MAPD increases to 28.8 mA
cm2, in excess of the corresponding Lambertian limit of 28.2 mA cm2. Most remarkably we ﬁnd that, if
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the equivalent bulk thickness of GaAs is increased to 300 nm, nearly 100% of relevant sunlight is
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absorbed by the conical nanowire photonic crystal.

1. Introduction
Solar cells oﬀer a direct way to convert sunlight into electricity.
Recently, a considerable amount of research has focused on
improving their power conversion eﬃciency while decreasing
the amount of material required for photo-generation of electrical carriers. Gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells1–3 oﬀer an
alternative active material to widely used wafer-based silicon
solar cells.4 Solar cells made of GaAs have both advantages and
disadvantages. Firstly, GaAs has a direct electronic band gap in
contrast to crystalline silicon, which has an indirect band gap.5
Consequently GaAs absorbs sunlight on shorter distance scales
within its allowed band as compared to silicon. While the larger
electronic band gap of GaAs leads to less photocurrent generation than silicon, this is more than compensated by the larger
open circuit voltage of GaAs solar cells. The current world
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record for high eﬃciency solar cells is held by thin-lm GaAs.6,7
The main disadvantage of using GaAs is its high cost. Therefore,
it is exigent to consider ultra-thin (<200 nm) lms of GaAs in
low-cost solar cells. However, this reduction in the volume of
active material requires eﬃcient light-trapping techniques8,9
and improved anti-reection capabilities10–15 in order to match
the solar absorption realized in thicker lms. Such light-trapping and antireection can be achieved through nano-structuring of the active material. Light-trapping in thin-lm
photonic crystals16,17 oﬀers opportunities to surpass the
performance of conventional thick solar cells. This is possible
through a combination of improved solar absorption and more
eﬀective carrier collection on length scales smaller than the
carrier diﬀusion length. In this way, thin photonic crystal active
layers provide a unique opportunity for both photonic and
electronic management in third generation of solar cells.
In this paper, we demonstrate that GaAs photonic crystals
consisting of periodic arrays of conical nano-pores or conical
nano-wires with equivalent bulk thickness in the range of
100–200 nm can absorb up to 96% of all available sunlight in
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the wavelength range of 400–860 nm, over a broad range of
incident angles. With 300 nm of GaAs, sculpted into the form of
a conical nanowire photonic crystal, 99.5% of sunlight in this
wavelength range can be absorbed. This suggests considerable
reduction in the volume of GaAs required in solar cells, while
retaining or even exceeding the power conversion eﬃciencies of
thicker and more costly cells.
Despite the advantages of photonic crystal based light trapping, few papers have considered this opportunity in the context
of pure GaAs. Recently it was suggested1 to couple light into a
smooth untextured GaAs thin-lm using a photonic crystal
monolayer of resonant dielectric nano-spheres. These nanospheres would be deposited on top of a thin cell resting on a
silver back reector. In the case of a 500 nm thick GaAs solar cell,
the highest photo-current density obtained (with 500 nm
diameter hexagonally close-packed nano-spheres on top) was J ¼
26 mA cm2. This provided only a 3.2% enhancement compared
with a at GaAs solar cell with double antireection coating,
where the current density J ¼ 25.2 mA cm2.1 In contrast, our
slanted conical nano-pore photonic crystal, packaged in SiO2,
using only 200 nm of GaAs, combines the eﬀects of light trapping and graded index anti-reection to provide a maximum
achievable photo-current density (MAPD) of 26.3 mA cm2. In
the case of the optimized nano-sphere architecture,1the same
MAPD required using 2.5 times the volume of GaAs compared to
our conical nano-pore photonic crystal. Moreover, our conical
nanowire photonic crystal solar cells, using only 200 nm of GaAs,
surpass both of these values and provide nearly J ¼ 28 mA cm2.

2.

Electromagnetic simulation

Numerical simulations were performed using the nite-diﬀerence time-domain (FDTD) method18 with the help of the Electromagnetic Template Library.19–22 We use a standard scheme of
FDTD calculation in which propagation of a wave impulse
through the structure is modeled. During the numerical
experiment, the amplitudes of the reected and transmitted
waves are recorded, transformed to the frequency domain and
normalized by the incident spectrum. In this way, we directly
obtain the transmission T(u) and reection R(u) coeﬃcients.
The absorption coeﬃcient for given light frequency u, incident
angle and polarization is initially inferred using the conservation of energy:
A(u) ¼ 1  T(u)  R(u)

(1)

The absorption coeﬃcient is then independently and
directly evaluated using the formula
ð
2
u30 Imð3Þ|E| dxdydz
A ¼ ð 
:
(2)

Re E0  H0* $ndxdy
Here, u is the angular frequency, E is the electric eld amplitude
calculated at each point of a computational grid located within
GaAs, 3 is the frequency-dependent and complex dielectric
permittivity of GaAs, E0 and H0 are electric and magnetic vectors
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of the incident plane wave, n is a normal unit vector, and the
superscript * indicates the complex conjugate. It is veried that
both the direct and indirect methods for calculating the
absorption give identical results.
The maximum achievable photocurrent density (MAPD), in
which all generated carriers are assumed to be collected, is
calculated by integrating the simulated absorption with incident solar Air Mass 1.5 Global Spectrum23 intensity I(l) over the
required wavelength range. Assuming that each absorbed
photon provides a single electron–hole pair that is separated
across a P–N junction and collected without recombination
loss, we obtain the maximum achievable short circuit current
for the AM 1.5 solar spectrum in the spectral window
[lmin, lmax], all collimated into normal incidence:
ð lmax
el
max
IðlÞAðlÞdl:
(3)
¼
Jllmin
lmin hc
Here, I(l) is the incident AM 1.5 light intensity, A(l) is the
absorption coeﬃcient obtained according to eqn (1) and (2), h is
Planck’s constant, e is the electronic charge, and c is the speed
of light. The experimental data on the GaAs dielectric permittivity is taken from ref. 5 (see Appendix for the details).
The optimization process is as follows. First we calculate
absorption coeﬃcients in the wavelength range of 400–860 nm
using formula (1) for various radii and lattice constants,
keeping the same equivalent bulk thickness. The structure is
placed on a perfectly conducting mirror. The absorption coefcient is obtained much more quickly from (1) than from (2).
Substituting the calculated absorption into (3) we create an
optimization map for the MAPD. However, eqn (1) yields an
absorption in the whole structure, including possible parasitic
absorption in the substrate. If a realistic silver back-reector
(rather than a perfect conductor) is used, eqn (1) leads to a
slight overestimate of the MAPD. Therefore when the optimal
radius and lattice constant are found, we recalculate the
absorption in GaAs using formula (2), substituting the perfect
conductor with a realistic silver mirror. Since the intrinsic
absorption of silver is not high, the typical diﬀerence in the
MAPD between the perfect mirror case and silver is only about
0.7–0.8 mA cm2 in the specied wavelength range.

3. Maximal short-circuit current in
conical nano-pore arrays
The maximum achievable photo-current density MAPD is an
alternative measure of the total amount of AM 1.5 sunlight
absorbed in a given structure. For 100% absorption of sunlight
in GaAs in the range of 400–860 nm, the MAPD corresponds to
29.1 mA cm2.
For calibration purposes, we rst provide the absorption
characteristics of a free-standing bulk GaAs slab (without a
mirror) with the thickness varied in the range of 100–2000 nm.
Calculating the absorption coeﬃcient using formula (1) and (3)
in the spectral range [400–860 nm] we obtain (assuming all
sunlight is collimated at normal incidence) the MAPD dependence on the lm thickness. The result is shown in Fig. 1. The
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 1 Maximum achievable photocurrent density (collimated AM 1.5
sunlight at normal incidence) versus the thickness of the GaAs slab
with and without a perfect back-reﬂector in the spectral range [400–
860 nm] (red and blue curves, respectively).

maximal short circuit current is only J ¼ 18.0 mA cm2, using
2000 nm of GaAs. This corresponds to 62% absorption of
incoming sunlight in the wavelength range of 400–860 nm.
Adding the perfect mirror on the bottom, we achieve J ¼ 18.5
mA cm2 for the same thickness and wavelength range, which is
only 64% absorption of incoming sunlight.
These unstructured GaAs architectures suﬀer from inadequate light trapping and antireective properties. For an ultrathin slab (200 nm thick), the majority of the incident light is
transmitted or reected rather than absorbed. Using this
volume of GaAs, sculpted into the form of a photonic crystal, we
obtain roughly 100% improvement in the generated photocurrent density.
In this section we consider structures consisting of a periodic array of nano-pores in ultra-thin lms of GaAs. As shown
earlier for silicon solar cells,16 slanted conical pores provide a
more eﬀective graded average refractive index to incoming
sunlight and exhibit stronger antireective properties than their
straight counterparts. Since the intrinsic absorptive properties
of GaAs are very high, we begin the optimization process for the
short circuit current of GaAs solar cells from a thin lm perforated with slanted conical nano-pores arranged in a square
lattice with the equivalent bulk thickness of 100 nm lled with
glass (n ¼ 1.45) and placed on a perfectly conducting backreector. The result for linearly polarized sunlight at normal
incidence is shown in Fig. 2. The maximal short circuit current
obtained is J ¼ 23.2 mA cm2 in the spectral range [400–860
nm]. Using twice the volume of GaAs as above leads to the
MAPD increase from 23.2 to 27.0 mA cm2.
We also optimized the short circuit current for the slanted
conical pore geometry using an equivalent bulk thickness of
GaAs of 0.3 mm. In this case, the optimal parameters are r ¼ 400
nm and a ¼ 600 nm (overall height of cones is 441 nm) yielding
J ¼ 27.7 mA cm2. This is only a 2.5% improvement relative to
the 0.2 mm equivalent bulk thickness case. A further increase of
the equivalent bulk thickness of GaAs provides a negligible
improvement of the short circuit current. In Fig. 3 we present

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 2 Short circuit current optimization for a 100 nm GaAs photonic
crystal (collimated AM 1.5 sunlight at normal incidence with electric
ﬁeld polarized in the x-direction) in the spectral range [400–860 nm].
The crystal consists of slanted conical holes in bulk gallium arsenide
arranged in a square lattice and ﬁlled with glass. The photonic crystal
slab rests on a perfectly conducting substrate of 100 nm width. For an
equivalent bulk thickness of GaAs of 0.1 mm, optimal parameters are
r ¼ 300 nm and a ¼ 550 nm. The overall height of the GaAs structure is
140 nm. The color bar on the right indicates MAPD in units of mA
cm2. The maximal short circuit current obtained is J ¼ 23.2 mA cm2.

the dependence of the MAPD on the equivalent bulk thickness
of GaAs in the spectral range [400–860 nm] for air and glass
packaging, respectively. It is seen that for an equivalent bulk
thickness less than 350 nm, photonic crystals with glass packaging perform better than their counterparts in which the
conical pores are lled with air. However, the graph illustrates a
reversal of this tendency beyond 350 nm due to the balance

Maximum achievable photocurrent density versus the equivalent bulk thickness of the conical pore GaAs photonic crystal in the
spectral range [400–860 nm] for glass packaging and air ﬁlling. The
radius of slanted cones is r ¼ 300 nm and the lattice constant is a ¼
550 nm, which is optimal at equivalent bulk thicknesses of 100 nm and
200 nm. Further optimization is possible at other thicknesses. Each
photonic crystal slab rests on a perfectly conducting back-reﬂector.
The red curve corresponds to air-ﬁlled slanted cones and the blue
curve corresponds to glass-ﬁlled pores.
Fig. 3
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between light-trapping and anti-reection eﬀects. For small
thickness, better light trapping is achieved by lling pores with
glass. Adding glass increases the average refractive index of the
structure which shis the photonic band structure downward in
frequency, causing more eﬀective light coupling to the parallelto-interface modes. For larger thickness, antireection plays an
increasingly crucial role. Antireection is better achieved by the
graded refractive index provided air pores, which matches the
air boundary at the top of the photonic crystal.
As we discussed in Section 2, the optimal values of MAPD
obtained using a perfectly conducting mirror are modied
slightly when using a more realistic silver back-reector. Using
the optimal radius and lattice constant found for the perfect
conductor, we now calculate the absorption in GaAs using
formula (2) with a real silver substrate. The corresponding
MAPD is then recalculated using (3). Here we consider the case
of the equivalent bulk thickness of GaAs of 0.2 mm. Absorption
in GaAs according to (2) (excluding absorption by silver) gives
the MAPD of 26.3 mA cm2 which corresponds to 90%
absorption of all available sunlight in GaAs in the wavelength
range 400–860 nm. This is only slightly below the value of
27.0 mA cm2 obtained using the perfect conductor earlier.
In Fig. 4, we present a comparison of the absorption spectrum in the slanted conical nano-pore photonic crystal with the
statistical ray trapping benchmark (also referred to as the
Lambertian limit 16,17) for a solar cell with the equivalent bulk
thickness of 200 nm of GaAs. The absorption coeﬃcient in the
statistical ray trapping limit is given by16
A¼1

1
4n2 La

(4)

Here n ¼ 3.8 is the real part of the refractive index of gallium
arsenide, a ¼ 4pk/l is the absorption coeﬃcient (where k is an

Fig. 4 Comparison of the absorption spectrum obtained for the GaAs
slanted conical nano-pore photonic crystal with SiO2 packaging
placed on the perfect conducting back reﬂector with the Lambertian
statistical ray trapping benchmark in the spectral range [400–860 nm]
for an equivalent bulk thickness of GaAs of 0.2 mm. The top radius of
slanted cones is r ¼ 300 nm, the lattice constant is a ¼ 550 nm and the
cone height is 290 nm. The MAPD for our photonic crystal is ¼ 27.0 mA
cm2, compared to 28.2 mA cm2 in the Lambertian limit and 29.1 mA
cm2 if 100% of sunlight is absorbed.
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imaginary part of the refractive index of GaAs), and L is the
thickness of GaAs. The reference green curve in Fig. 4 for “4n2
light trapping”16,17 is obtained by inserting the experimentally
measured values of a for GaAs. Using (4) and substituting it into
(3) we obtain J ¼ 28.2 mA cm2 for the statistical ray trapping limit
in the spectral range [400–860 nm] and an equivalent bulk
thickness of GaAs L ¼ 200 nm. This very high value is an artifact of
neglecting all reection losses as sunlight initially impinges on
the solar cell. This leads to an unrealistically high MAPD in the
range of 400–600 nm for the Lambertian benchmark. On the other
hand, our realistic modeling of the GaAs conical pore photonic
crystal reveals signicant reection in the 400–600 nm range due
to the large real part of the dielectric function of GaAs.
The arguments16,17 leading to eqn (4) for statistical light
trapping were originally intended for conventional slabs where
the light absorbing region is typically much thicker than the
average wavelength. For photonic crystal lms with thicknesses
comparable to or smaller than the wavelength, the ray-optics
picture and many of the key assumptions in the statistical ray
trapping picture are no longer applicable. It was shown earlier
that the Lambertian limit can be surpassed in silicon solar cells,
even aer integrating over the solar spectrum.16 In Fig. 4 it is
shown that the absorption in GaAs calculated for the case of
cones lled with SiO2 exceeds the “Lambertian benchmark” over
the partial spectral range [740–840 nm] resulting in a 5%
enhancement relative to the MAPD calculated using (4). The
diﬃculty in surpassing the Lambertian limit over the entire
spectral range of interest is due to the unrealistic treatment of
specular reection in the 4n2 statistical ray trapping limit, which
is particularly evident in the wavelength range 400–600 nm.
The microfabrication of conical nano-pore photonic crystals
oﬀers an interesting and challenging opportunity in materials
chemistry. One approach is to create a single sheet (mold) of the
required photonic crystal architecture using reactive ion
etching in a material such as silicon. Alternatively, the initial
mold can be synthesized using a combination of optical
lithography in a photo-resist24 followed by deposition of SiO2
and silicon into the void regions of the template photonic
crystal formed by development of the exposed photo-resist.25,26
The silicon-based conical nano-pore photonic crystal sheet can
be formed into a large roll that acts as a nano-imprint stamp.
This stamp can then imprint the required photonic crystal
architecture onto large sheets of a sacricial polymeric material.
GaAs can then be epitaxially deposited into the void regions of
the sacricial polymeric photonic crystal.27 In this way, very
large areas of the desired nano-pore GaAs solar cell structure
can be manufactured. In the case of nano-wire photonic crystals, well known deposition methods such as vapor-to-liquid-tosolid phase epitaxy can be used to grow conical wires of GaAs.28

4. Angular response of MAPD in
nano-pore photonic crystal
A vital aspect of solar cell performance is the ability to absorb
sunlight at oﬀ-normal incidence for both polarizations, over a
wide angular range. In Fig. 5 we present the angular

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Perpendicular slice of slanted conical pores in bulk gallium
arsenide arranged in a square lattice and ﬁlled with glass. The photonic
crystal slab rests on a silver substrate of 100 nm width. The height of
GaAs protrusions is 0.29 mm (for a 0.2 mm equivalent bulk thickness of
GaAs). The radius of cones and the lattice constant are r ¼ 300 nm and
a ¼ 550 nm. The ITO contacts (refractive index n ¼ 1.9) represent
planar disks of 50 nm width at the middle of each cone. The surface of
each pore is coated with a layer of Al0.4Ga0.6As of 10 nm width. The top
surface of SiO2 packaging is given a sinusoidal modulation of 150 nm in
minimum and 300 nm in maximum height, respectively, above the top
of the GaAs protrusions.
Fig. 6

Angular response of the solar cell for the spectral range [400–
860 nm] with the geometry shown in the inset of Fig. 2 with a perfectly
conducting back-reﬂector and SiO2 packaging. The photonic crystal
slab rests on a perfect conducting substrate of 200 nm width. For an
equivalent bulk thickness of GaAs of 0.2 mm, optimal parameters are
r ¼ 300 nm and a ¼ 550 nm. Vectors k1 and k2 indicate directions of the
incident wave in the plane of incidence (see inset). For S-polarized
light, the electric ﬁeld oscillates perpendicular to this plane and for
P-polarized light the electric ﬁeld oscillates within this plane.
Fig. 5

distribution of the MAPD for the spectral range [400–860 nm]
for the geometry depicted in the inset of Fig. 2 with a perfect
conducting back-reector and SiO2 packaging. For each incidence angle q and each polarization channel, it is assumed that
the entire AM 1.5 solar spectrum is collimated in that specic
angle and channel. Fig. 5 demonstrates that no substantial
degradation in the MAPD occurs at least up to q ¼ 30 for
various polarizations. Both polarization channels yield strong
oﬀ-normal MAPD characteristics, with p-polarization exceeding

s-polarization MAPD for angles of more than 30 from normal
incidence.

5.

Solar cell architecture

In this section we consider the eﬀect of electrical contacts and
GaAs surface passivation on the maximum achievable photocurrent density.29 We incorporate a transparent, conducting
indium tin oxide (ITO) (n ¼ 1.9) top contact. We coat the surface
of the GaAs conical pore array with a thin (10 nm) layer of
Al0.4Ga0.6As5 to reduce the surface recombination velocity
(SRV).30 As before, we ll the cones with SiO2 for packaging. The
top surface of the SiO2 as protective packaging is given a sinusoidal modulation chosen to account for a rippling eﬀect of the
SiO2 when deposited on the photonic crystal surface. The nal
design of this solar cell is presented in Fig. 6.
For passivation of GaAs, the surface of each pore is coated
with a layer of AlGaAs of 10 nm width. For this purpose we took
Al0.4Ga0.6As with material parameters given in ref. 5.
According to ref. 29 this type of coating gives an SRV of 2900
cm s1 at the interface between the GaAs and Al0.4Ga0.6As
interface, which is comparable with an SRV for the silicon–silica
interface.30 We have shown, in the case of silicon-based

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

photonic crystal solar cells,31,33 that by optimizing the P–N
junction geometry and including a passivation layer (with SRV
similar to that given above), it is possible to achieve short circuit
current densities close to the calculated MAPDs.
This modication of our initial structure leads to a slight
decrease in MAPD due to additional reection from the ITO
contact. For the structure shown in Fig. 6 we achieve J ¼ 24.9 mA
cm2, which corresponds to 86% of absorption in the spectral
range [400–860 nm]. In the case of the at-top solar cell with
conical holes lled with SiO2 we get J ¼ 24.85 mA cm2, which
practically coincides with the case of sinusoidal glass modulation on the top.

6. Conical nanowire photonic crystals
An alternative approach to light-trapping in photonic crystal
solar cells consists of nanowire arrays.32 The extremely large
surface areas of these systems can be oﬀset by use of a radial P–N
junction geometry that rapidly separates photo-generated positive and negative charge carriers and reduces recombination
losses.33 Recently, record high power conversion eﬃciency has
been demonstrated in III–V semiconductor nanowire arrays.34
In the present section, we consider a periodic array of
straight, conical nanowires of gallium arsenide, packaged with
glass. We show that GaAs nanowire cones are slightly more
eﬀective in trapping and absorbing light than their conical-pore
counterparts described above. This is distinct from the case of
silicon solar cells, where conical pore photonic crystals absorbed more sunlight than an equivalent volume of nanowires.16
The MAPD map in the case of an equivalent bulk thickness of
GaAs of 200 nm is shown in Fig. 7. Here the straight nano-cone
array rests on a perfect conductor back-reector. The maximal
short circuit current obtained is J ¼ 27.8 mA cm2 for the
optimized choice of lattice constant a ¼ 500 nm and cone base
J. Mater. Chem. A
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Short circuit current optimization in the spectral range [400–
860 nm] (collimated AM 1.5 sunlight at normal incidence polarized
along lattice vector connecting nearest neighbor cone base centers) for
straight conical nanowires made of gallium arsenide arranged in a
square lattice embedded in glass. The photonic crystal slab rests on a
perfect conductor back-reﬂector of 100 nm width. For an equivalent
bulk thickness of GaAs of 0.2 mm, optimal parameters are r ¼ 100 nm
and a ¼ 500 nm. The overall height of the conical nanowires is 4.77 mm.
All parameters are given in the inset. The color bar on the right indicates
MAPD in units of mA cm2. The maximal achievable photo-current
density obtained is J ¼ 27.8 mA cm2. This corresponds to absorbing
nearly 96% of available sunlight in the wavelength range considered.
Fig. 7

radius r ¼ 100 nm. The overall height of the conical nanowires
is 4.77 mm. We note that while the above numbers give a
mathematical optimum, there is a broad range of choices for
the radius and the lattice constant for which the MAPD exceeds
26.0 mA cm2.
Unlike the case of nano-pores, the introduction of asymmetry (slant) to the nano-wire photonic crystal has a negligible

Fig. 8 The absorption spectrum in the range [400–860 nm] obtained
for the GaAs photonic crystal made of straight nano-cones, packaged
in SiO2, placed on the perfect conductor back-reﬂector for an
equivalent bulk thickness of 200 nm of GaAs. The radius of each cone
base is r ¼ 100 nm and the lattice constant is a ¼ 500 nm. The conical
nanowire array is depicted in the inset.
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eﬀect on the optimum MAPD. The MAPD for corresponding,
optimized, slanted, conical nanowires is J ¼ 27.9 mA cm2. This
is practically the same as the symmetric case presented in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 8, we plot the absorption spectrum for the geometry
shown in Fig. 7.
Clearly the optimized structure possesses very strong antireection and absorption properties. Over a broad wavelength
range (400–860 nm) it exhibits almost 96% absorption of
incoming sunlight. The reection losses and the weak oscillations in the spectrum are largely due to the at top SiO2 packaging that encases the entire nano-wire array. The MAPD
obtained in this glass-lled photonic crystal falls slightly below
the Lambertian benchmark.16,17 However, we show below that by
removing the SiO2 packaging, reection losses are reduced and
the resulting MAPD in fact exceeds the 4n2 Lambertian limit.
In Fig. 9 we compare the dependence of the maximal short
circuit current on the equivalent bulk thickness of GaAs in the
spectral range [400–860 nm] for air and glass packaging,
respectively. It is seen that the red curve, corresponding to air
packaging, rapidly approaches the limit of 100% absorption
when more than 300 nm of GaAs is used. For example, 99.7% of
incoming sunlight in the specied spectral range is absorbed
for the equivalent bulk thickness of 500 nm. The MAPD achieved without SiO2 packaging exceeds the Lambertian limit for
any equivalent bulk thickness greater than 150 nm.
In order to clarify the nature of absorption, we plot the
absorption distribution inside our conical nanowire using
formula (2) and the corresponding Poynting vector distribution.
For three diﬀerent wavelengths (400, 600 and 850 nm) the
absorption proles are shown in Fig. 10 on a slice passing
through the center of the cone (showing its symmetric triangular prole).

Fig. 9 Short circuit current dependence on the equivalent bulk thickness of GaAs in the spectral range [400–860 nm] for glass packaging
(green curve) and air ﬁlling (red curve). The straight conical nanowire
base radius is r ¼ 100 nm and the lattice constant is a ¼ 500 nm which is
optimal for an equivalent bulk thickness of 200 nm. Further optimization
may be possible at other thicknesses. The photonic crystal slab rests on a
perfect conducting back-reﬂector of 100 nm width. The blue curve
indicates the 4n2 Lambertian limit and the black horizontal line corresponds to the MAPD achieved for 100% absorption of sunlight.
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Orthogonal slice for the Poynting vector and the absorption distribution in gallium arsenide for the 200 nm equivalent bulk thickness
conical nanowire photonic crystal (in glass) at three diﬀerent wavelengths: 400, 600 and 850 nm, respectively. The color bar on the right hand
side indicates the intensity enhancement relative to a plane wave with the equivalent input power.

Fig. 10

concentrated within the interior part of the nanowire and is
spectrally separated along its length.
Finally, we consider absorption in our nanowire photonic
crystal using a silver substrate and we recalculate the MAPD
according to (2) and (3). Absorption within GaAs according to (2)
gives the MAPD of 26.8 mA cm2, which corresponds to 93%
absorption of all available sunlight in the wavelength range
400–860 nm. We conclude that for a GaAs conical nanowire
photonic crystal, the overall absorption can be slightly higher
(about 3%) than with nano-pore arrays.

7. Conclusion

Fig. 11 Fitting of the real and imaginary parts of the frequency dependent dielectric function of bulk crystalline GaAs over the wavelength
range from 400 to 860 nm. The solid blue curve represents experimental data5 and the open circles represent our ﬁt to these data.

Fig. 10 reveals that the absorption in our structure occurs
through strong light focusing in certain areas. The absorption
distribution shows hot spots with Poynting vector convergence
into these areas. The resulting high energy concentration
enhances the absorption in these regions. The position of these
spots depends on the wavelength. Shorter wavelengths are
absorbed closer to the tip of the cone (see the le panel in
Fig. 10), while wavelengths closer to the electronic band gap of
gallium arsenide are absorbed closer to the bottom (see the
right panel). Similar slices of the energy density distribution at
other wavelengths reveal that almost all sunlight is

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

In conclusion we have demonstrated the eﬃcacy of gallium
arsenide solar cell architectures based on slanted conical-pore
and straight conical nanowire photonic crystals for near
complete absorption of sunlight. From a theoretical perspective, nearly 100% absorption of sunlight in the 400–860 nm is
attainable with only 300 nm of GaAs, sculpted in the form of a
conical nano-wire photonic crystal. The fraction of sunlight
drops to about 93% when the equivalent bulk thickness of this
GaAs is reduced to 100 nm. From a practical perspective, with
200 nm of GaAs and suitable solar cell packaging, it is possible
to absorb roughly 90% of sunlight in the same wavelength
range. This suggests that GaAs photonic crystal solar cells can
achieve about the same power conversion eﬃciencies as the
best available thick solar cells, but with less than one-tenth the
amount of GaAs.
Replacing the nano-pore array with a photonic crystal of
gallium arsenide conical nanowires leads to solar absorption
beyond the 4n2 Lambertian limit when the nanowires stand in
air background. In a more practical solar cell architecture with
suitable packaging, this absorption is slightly reduced. For an
equivalent bulk thickness of GaAs of 0.2 mm, we obtained a
J. Mater. Chem. A
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maximal short circuit current J ¼ 26.9 mA cm2 when the
nanowires are packaged in SiO2 and placed on a silver backreector. This corresponds to 93% of absorption of incoming
sunlight in the wavelength range [400–860 nm], which is slightly
higher (about 3%) than the optimized nano-pore array. The
GaAs conical nanowire photonic crystal exhibits strong solar
absorption over a broad range of cone parameters. This is quite
advantageous for realistic structures in which some degree of
imperfection in fabrication is inevitable.
The power conversion eﬃciency of the corresponding GaAs
photonic crystal solar cells can be estimated using coupled
electromagnetic and charge carrier transport modeling. This is
readily performed by EMTL,19 which provides the photo-generation source term for solution of the semiconductor dridiﬀusion equation.6,35 In this process a further optimization of
the P–N junction and contact geometries can be performed.
This will be published elsewhere. It is also of considerable
interest to evaluate the eﬀects of photon recycling,7,36 where
carriers recombine radiatively, luminesce into photonic crystal
cavity modes, and then regenerate carriers. Upconversion of
sunlight at wavelengths larger than 860 nm may also be realized
using a layer of dye-sensitized nano-crystals8,37 placed near the
bottom of GaAs solar cells. These two eﬀects may help raise the
power conversion eﬃciency of ultra-thin GaAs photonic crystal,
single-junction solar cells to well beyond 30%.

Appendix
The frequency dependence of dielectric permeability 3(u) is
assigned in the FDTD method by considering a modied
Lorentz model where dielectric polarization depends both on
the electric eld and its rst time derivative.38 This model
provides an accurate t of the optical response of bulk crystalline GaAs to sunlight over the wavelength range from 400 to
860 nm, while conventional Debye, Drude and Lorentz
approximations fail. Fitting of the dielectric function is performed using three modied Lorentz terms with the help of an
open-source MatLab program.39 We nd that three (P ¼ 3)
simple susceptibilities of the form
3ðuÞ ¼ 1 

0
3
X
D3p ðup 2  igp uÞ
up 2  2igp u  u2
p¼1

are suﬃcient to model the entire response of bulk GaAs to
sunlight over the wavelength range from 400 to 860 nm. In
contrast, even a large number of Debye, Lorentz, or Drude terms
are inadequate to cover the solar spectrum. We t the GaAs
permittivity with the following parameters (up, gp, and g’p are in
1 mm1, and the speed of light is unity):
0

D31 ¼ 0.024020 u1 ¼ 0.002376 g1 ¼ 0.000466 g1 ¼ 0.769021
0

D32 ¼ 9.624197 u2 ¼ 0.002280 g2 ¼ 0.000813 g2 ¼ 0.000003
0

D33 ¼ 0.284488 u3 ¼ 0.002349 g3 ¼ 0.000057 g3 ¼ 0.000971
The result of tting for GaAs is shown in Fig. 11.
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